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ilux: intelligent luxury

ilux Bath

ilux Shower

Perfect temperatures, flow and fill. That’s what takes a bath beyond the ordinary or makes a shower simply sensational. Created and customised by you, with ilux you’re
in control every step of the way. There’s no need for guesswork. Simply the best baths and showers the way you like them. Intelligent luxury, every time, for everyone.

ilux Shower: invigorate your senses

ilux concealed with
adjustable height
oval head

ilux exposed with
adjustable height
round head

ilux concealed with fixed
head and pencil hand shower

From an eco shower to a deluge, pre-programmed or spontaneous, the intelligence of ilux allows you choose the shower to suit your mood with the touch of a button.
This shower’s clever illuminated control even shows you when it’s time to step in – so, no need to keep checking the temperature, just keep an eye on the lighting display,
and when it stops oscillating, you know it’s time to step in. The advanced technology means you don’t even have to be in the bathroom. The remote control can be placed
anywhere up to 10 metres from the shower, so you can switch it on and step into your selected pre-set shower when you are ready. And to top it all, ilux is modular, so you
can choose from its stunning range to customise and create your perfect bathroom.

ilux Bath: indulge your soul

ilux Bath with deck mounted spout

ilux Bath with iluxfill

With ilux, you can control the temperature you bathe at, as well as how deep your tub gets. With three programmable pre-sets it’s entirely up to
you whether you enjoy an indulgent, luxurious laze or a quick cool dip. For families, there’s a child-locking function which will disable the controls
for extra peace of mind. With ilux’s ‘fill and forget’ option there’s no need to worry about an accidental overspill. Plus, run out of hot water and
ilux will switch off, saving you from jumping into a cold bath. ilux’s clever remote technology means that you can programme the controller to suit
your needs, locate it conveniently, and activate the bath with the remote. So, switch on whilst you have an extra snuggle in bed, extend an indulgent
soak with the ‘hot top-up’, and as it’s resistant to hot, steamy environments, if you lose the remote whilst bathing, it will even float to the surface.

hand shower set

modular shower options

IL3011
round adjustable shower head

IL3012
oval adjustable shower head

IL2007
550mm shower rail system

IL1003 / IL1004
exposed shower and remote control
(combi & high pressure / gravity*)
223217
550mm rail extension

* gravity processors come with integral pump

IL1001 / IL1002
concealed shower and remote control
(combi & high pressure / gravity*)

IL2008
900mm shower rail system

IL3013
hand shower

IL4028
450mm wall mounted fixed arm

IL3014
smooth 1.5m hose

IL3015
metal 1.5m hose

IL6029
wall mounted hand shower station
(suitable for use with IL3014 only)

IL4018
ceiling mounted fixed arm

IL2009
brass wall outlet

IL2010
push fit wall outlet

IL6024
diverter

IL6026
shower remote control

UL340
Ultimate 340 gravity pump
(for use with IL1001 and IL1003 shower
systems on LP gravity water systems)

IL4016
300mm round fixed head

IL6025
basin monobloc tap

modular bath options
IL1005/IL1006
concealed bath and remote control
(combi & high pressure / gravity*)

IL5019
wall mounted spout

IL3014
smooth 1.5m hose

IL3015
metal 1.5m hose

IL6027
bath remote control

IL5020
deck mounted spout

IL6024
diverter

IL5023
deck mounted hand shower station
(recommended for use with IL3015)

477502
900mm waste extension kit

IL2009
brass wall outlet

IL2010
push fit wall outlet

IL3013
hand shower

IL6029
wall mounted hand shower station
(suitable for use with IL3014 only)

IL6025
basin monobloc tap

IL5021
iluxfill overflow bath filler

IL5030
ilux Bath hand shower accessory pack complete
with flexible fixing station, retractable hose system,
hand shower and diverter valve (IL6024)

* gravity processors come with integral pump

your ilux bathroom
Digital processor: Perfectly blends hot and cold water
and dispenses it to the shower head at the selected
temperature and flow.
Cold water
Hot water

Processor boxes are specific to the water systems of the
bathroom, so you can choose one for a high pressure/
combination boiler system or one that comes with an
integral pump for gravity systems.

Locating the processor
The processor box is slimline, compact and smaller than a
shoebox. Reflecting the uniqueness of every bathroom, it
offers the flexibility to be conveniently sited away from
the showering or bathing area in an easily accessible
location: under the bath, in the loft, in an airing
cupboard, the choice is yours.

Bath control:
Linked to the
processor by
a low voltage
data cable.

Wireless remote
control:
Can be located
up to 10 metres
from the control.
Blended water

The wireless remote control can also be used to control
the bath or shower. It will work up to 10 metres from the
control. A low voltage data cable, concealed out of sight,
connects the processor to the shower or bath control.

Wireless remote control:
Can be located up to
10 metres from the control.

Cold water
Hot water

ilux Bath

ilux Shower

Blended water travels down inside the riser rail

At the heart of ilux is the digital processor box. Once the
bath or shower selection is made, hot and cold water
flow into the processor where it is blended with
thermostatic precision before flowing out and into the
bath filler or shower head at the temperature and flow
selected by the user.

Shower control linked to the processor box by a low voltage data cable

How ilux works
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